
APPLY

INTERVIEW

REFERENCE CHECKS

BACKGROUND CHECK

TEAM ONBOARDING

Once your application is reviewed and accepted, our Hiring
Director will reach out directly to set up an interview. This 30-

minute video call will help our Leadership Team assess your
suitability for providing childcare and discuss specific

requirements or expectations we have. It is also an
opportunity for you to ask questions about the network and

clarify what it means to become Bliss.

Once your application is reviewed and accepted, our
Hiring Director will reach out directly to set up an
interview. This 30-minute video call will help our
Leadership Team assess your suitability for providing
childcare and discuss specific requirements or
expectations we have. It is also an opportunity for you
to ask questions about the network and clarify what it
means to become Bliss.

After a successful interview, the team will reach out to your
references. We require three professional and one personal
relationship. These references should ideally be individuals

who can vouch for your character, reliability, and experience
in teaching or childcare. Bliss will contact these references

to gather information about your past performance,
professionalism, and ability to handle various situations. It is

important to provide accurate and up-to-date contact
information for your references to ensure a smooth

reference check process.! 

To ensure the safety and security of the children in your
care, we require all babysitters to undergo a background
check. This is a $30 fee required from the applicant in
order to join The Bliss Team. This involves a criminal
record check, verification of identity, and driving record
check if transportation is involved. 

Once all the previous steps are successfully completed, you
will be invited to a team onboarding meeting. This meeting

serves as an orientation to familiarize you with the network's
policies, procedures, and expectations. It will cover topics

such as communication channels, scheduling, and specific
guidelines that need to be followed being a part of Bliss.

This meeting is also an opportunity to meet other
babysitters in the network, ask any remaining questions, and

establish a sense of community within the team.

5 STEPS TO BECOMING BL!SS5 STEPS TO BECOMING BL!SS

By following these five steps, you can successfully navigate the application process to
becoming Bliss and joining our network of trusted and reliable childcare professionals.

share this form
with your
references

schedule your
interview here

purchase
background
check here

start your
application 

https://www.blissbabysitters.com/new-babysitter-application-profile
https://square.site/book/7JBNCQQC0XG16/bliss-babysitters-llc
https://form.jotform.com/232370863488162
https://checkout.square.site/merchant/DGJP57538JJHY/checkout/4ED2KSFZ4W5PYN5ILK35UOS4

